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ABSTRACT 
Motivation: Although many NGS read pre-processing tools already 
existed, we could not find any tool or combination of tools which met 
our requirements in terms of flexibility, correct handling of paired-
end data, and high performance. We have developed Trimmomatic 
as a more flexible and efficient pre-processing tool, which could 
correctly handle paired-end data.  
Results: The value of NGS read pre-processing is demonstrated for 
both reference-based and reference-free tasks. Trimmomatic is 
shown to produce output which is at least competitive with, and in 
many cases superior to, that produced by other tools, in all scenari-
os tested.  
Availability and Implementation: Trimmomatic is licensed under 
GPL V3. It is cross-platform (Java 1.5+ required) and available from 
http://www.usadellab.org/cms/index.php?page=trimmomatic 
Contact: usadel@bio1.rwth-aachen.de 
Supplementary Information: Manual and source code are availa-
ble from http://www.usadellab.org/cms/index.php?page=trimmomatic 

1 INTRODUCTION  
The presence of poor quality or technical sequences such as 

adapters in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) data can easily 

result in sub-optimal downstream analyses.  

Nonetheless, it is not trivial to precisely identify such sequences, 

including partial adapter sequences, while leaving valid sequence 

data intact (Li, et al., 2013). Furthermore, given the rate with 

which NGS sequence data is currently being produced (Mardis, 

2008), the additional burden of sequence pre-processing must be 

kept relatively modest so as to avoid adding undue overhead to the 

bioinformatics pipeline.  

The preprocessing approach must also not interfere with the 

downstream analysis of the data. For example, NGS data often 

comes in the form of paired-end reads, and typically, the forward 

and reverse reads are stored in two separate FASTQ files, which 

contain reads from each DNA fragment in the same order. Many 

downstream tools use this positional relationship between pairs, so 

it must be maintained when pre-processing the sequence data.  

The wide range of NGS library preparations available combined 

with the range of downstream applications demand a flexible 
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approach. It should be possible to choose a set of processing steps 

to be applied in a user-defined order, and ideally even allow some 

steps to be included more than once. In other domains, this can be 

achieved using a shell pipeline to combine multiple tools as re-

quired e.g. in Newick (Junier and Zdobnov, 2010). However, the 

need for ‘pair awareness’ makes this approach difficult to apply, as 

the connection between the corresponding reads in the paired files 

will typically be lost. Correcting this would require an additional 

step to reconcile the read pairs, and store the ‘singleton’ reads 

separately. Furthermore, the processing steps would not be able to 

assess the read pair as a unit, which is necessary or at least advan-

tageous in some cases. 

The alternative approach of executing a series of tools in succes-

sion would involve the creation of intermediate files at each step, a 

non-trivial overhead given the data size involved, and would still 

require pair-awareness to be built into every tool used. These 

issues suggest that the typical approaches to achieve flexibility by 

combining multiple single-purpose tools are not optimal.  

Thus, while many NGS read preprocessing tools exist, none of 

them, alone or in combination could offer the desired flexibility 

and performance, and most were not designed to work on paired-

end data. As a result, we developed Trimmomatic as a more flexi-

ble, pair-aware and efficient preprocessing tool, optimized for 

Illumina NGS data. 

2 ALGORITHMS 
Trimmomatic includes a variety of processing steps for read 

trimming and filtering, but the main algorithmic innovations are 

related to identification of adapter sequences and quality filtering, 

and are described in detail below. A list of the other processing 

steps is presented in the Supplementary Implementation.  

2.1 Removal of Technical Sequences 
Trimmomatic uses two approaches to detect technical sequences 

within the reads. The first, referred to as ‘simple mode’ works by 

finding an approximate match between the read and the user-

supplied technical sequence. This mode has the advantage of work-

ing for all technical sequences, including adapters and PCR pri-

mers, or fragments thereof. Such sequences can be detected in any 

location or orientation within the reads, but requires a substantial 

minimum overlap between the read and technical sequence to 
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Trimmoma'c	  Op'ons	  
•  ILLUMINACLIP:	  Cut	  adapter	  and	  other	  illumina-‐specific	  sequences	  

from	  the	  read.	  
•  SLIDINGWINDOW:	  Perform	  a	  sliding	  window	  trimming,	  cuIng	  once	  

the	  average	  quality	  within	  the	  window	  falls	  below	  a	  threshold.	  
•  LEADING:	  Cut	  bases	  off	  the	  start	  of	  a	  read,	  if	  below	  a	  threshold	  

quality	  
•  TRAILING:	  Cut	  bases	  off	  the	  end	  of	  a	  read,	  if	  below	  a	  threshold	  

quality	  
•  CROP:	  Cut	  the	  read	  to	  a	  specified	  length	  
•  HEADCROP:	  Cut	  the	  specified	  number	  of	  bases	  from	  the	  start	  of	  the	  

read	  
•  MINLEN:	  Drop	  the	  read	  if	  it	  is	  below	  a	  specified	  length	  
•  TOPHRED33:	  Convert	  quality	  scores	  to	  Phred-‐33	  
•  TOPHRED64:	  Convert	  quality	  scores	  to	  Phred-‐64	  



Adaptor	  Trimming	  
•  ILLUMINACLIP:<fastaWithAdaptersEtc>:<seed	  
mismatches>:<palindrome	  clip	  threshold>:<simple	  clip	  
threshold>	  
–  fastaWithAdaptersEtc:	  specifies	  the	  path	  to	  a	  fasta	  file	  
containing	  all	  the	  adapters,	  PCR	  sequences	  etc.	  The	  
naming	  of	  the	  various	  sequences	  within	  this	  file	  
determines	  how	  they	  are	  used.	  See	  below.	  

–  seedMismatches:	  specifies	  the	  maximum	  mismatch	  count	  
which	  will	  s'll	  allow	  a	  full	  match	  to	  be	  performed	  

–  palindromeClipThreshold:	  specifies	  how	  accurate	  the	  
match	  between	  the	  two	  'adapter	  ligated'	  reads	  must	  be	  
for	  PE	  palindrome	  read	  alignment.	  

–  simpleClipThreshold:	  specifies	  how	  accurate	  the	  match	  
between	  any	  adapter	  etc.	  sequence	  must	  be	  against	  a	  
read.	  



Trimmoma'c	  trims	  reads	  in	  2	  ways	  

•  ‘Simple’	  trimming:	  
– Each	  adapter	  sequence	  is	  tested	  against	  the	  reads,	  
and	  if	  a	  sufficiently	  accurate	  match	  is	  detected,	  
the	  read	  is	  clipped	  appropriately	  

•  ‘Palindrome’	  trimming:	  
– Specifically	  designed	  for	  the	  case	  of	  'reading	  
through'	  a	  short	  fragment	  into	  the	  adapter	  
sequence	  on	  the	  other	  end.	  	  

–  In	  this	  case,	  the	  forward	  read	  is	  clipped	  and	  the	  
reverse	  read	  dropped	  (since	  it	  contains	  no	  new	  
data)	  



Quality	  Trimming	  

•  SLIDINGWINDOW:<windowSize>:<requiredQuality>	  
–  windowSize:	  specifies	  the	  number	  of	  bases	  to	  average	  
across	  

–  requiredQuality:	  specifies	  the	  average	  quality	  required	  for	  
the	  window.	  

•  LEADING:<quality>	  
–  quality:	  Specifies	  the	  minimum	  quality	  required	  to	  keep	  a	  
base	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  read.	  

•  TRAILING:<quality>	  
–  quality:	  Specifies	  the	  minimum	  quality	  required	  to	  keep	  a	  
base	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  read.	  



Size	  Trimming	  

•  CROP:<length>	  
–  length:	  The	  number	  of	  bases	  to	  keep,	  from	  the	  
start	  of	  the	  read.	  

•  HEADCROP:<length>	  
–  length:	  The	  number	  of	  bases	  to	  remove	  from	  the	  
start	  of	  the	  read.	  

•  MINLEN:<length>	  
–  length:	  Specifies	  the	  minimum	  length	  of	  reads	  to	  
be	  kept.	  



Running	  trimmoma'c	  

•  Single-‐end:	  
–  java	  -‐jar	  <path	  to	  trimmoma'c	  jar>	  SE	  [-‐threads	  
<threads>]	  [-‐phred33	  |	  -‐phred64]	  [-‐trimlog	  
<logFile>]	  <input>	  <output>	  <step	  1>	  ...	  

•  Paired-‐end:	  
–  java	  -‐jar	  <path	  to	  trimmoma'c.jar>	  PE	  [-‐threads	  
<threads]	  [-‐phred33	  |	  -‐phred64]	  [-‐trimlog	  
<logFile>]	  <input	  1>	  <input	  2>	  <paired	  output	  1>	  
<unpaired	  output	  1>	  <paired	  output	  2>	  <unpaired	  
output	  2>	  <step	  1>	  ...	  

	  



Quick	  start	  seIngs	  
java	  -‐jar	  trimmoma'c-‐0.30.jar	  PE	  -‐-‐phred33	  
input_forward.fq.gz	  input_reverse.fq.gz	  
output_forward_paired.fq.gz	  output_forward_unpaired.fq.gz	  
output_reverse_paired.fq.gz	  output_reverse_unpaired.fq.gz	  
ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-‐PE.fa:2:30:10	  LEADING:3	  TRAILING:3	  
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15	  MINLEN:36	  
	  
•  This	  will	  perform	  the	  following:	  

–  Remove	  adapters	  
–  Remove	  leading	  low	  quality	  or	  N	  bases	  (below	  quality	  3)	  
–  Remove	  trailing	  low	  quality	  or	  N	  bases	  (below	  quality	  3)	  
–  Scan	  the	  read	  with	  a	  4-‐base	  wide	  sliding	  window,	  cuIng	  when	  
the	  average	  quality	  per	  base	  drops	  below	  15	  

–  Drop	  reads	  below	  the	  36	  bases	  long	  


